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Abstract. Horizontal magnetic field variations in the
frequency range of the Earth-ionosphere cavity reso
nances are observed at Silberborn, Germany, simulta
neous with 19 sprite-associated lightning flashes in the
midwestern United States, on July 15, 1995. The mea
sured horizontal magnetic intensities are linearly related
to the horizontal magnetic intensities of slow tails of ra
dio atmospherics which were simultaneously recorded
at Palmer Station, Antarctica. Enhancement of the
Earth-ionosphere cavity resonances is verified by spec
tral analysis, and the measured arrival azimuths are in
agreement with the expected orientation of the Poynt
ing vector along the great-circle path. The estimated
accuracy of the arrival azimuth determination is on the
order of ±5° .

Introduction

Transient optical emISSIOns in the mesosphere) de
noted sprites, have been observed in a series of cam
paigns in the United States since the summer of 1993
[Sentman and Wescott, 1993; Lyons, 1994; Winck
[AT, 199;=)]. The occurrence of sprites is accompanied
by strong positive cloud-to-ground lightning discharges
within a time interval of ± 70 ms [Reising et al., 1996],
while triangulated sprite locations appear laterally with
in thunderstorm areas where the ratio of positive to
negative cloud-to-ground lightning is higher than usual
[Sentman et ol., 1995; Lyons, 1996]. These lightning
flashes produce electromagnetic pulses which contain
considerable energy in the frequency range of the Earth
ionosphere cavity resonances (6-60 Hz) [Boccippio et
ol., 1995]. Arrival azimuth determination of transient
excitations of the Earth-ionosphere cavity resonances
has been used for locating lightning discharges from
single station measurements [Jones and Kemp, 1970;
Kemp, 1971]. This contribution validates arrival az
imuth determination using Earth-ionosphere cavity res
onances through an experimental estimation of the ac
curacy, taking advantage of precise times and locations
of sprite-associated lightning flashes provided by the
National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN).

Low light level TV (LLTV) camera observations by
ASTeR, Inc., recorded sprite events above a mesoscale
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convective system in the midwestern United States on
July 15, 1995. Nineteen events were available at the
time of analysis and are investigated in this paper. The
NLDN identified the times and locations of the sprite
associated lightning flashes (Table 1, columns 2-4) with
a precision of ± 1 ms and ± 1km respectively. When
the NLDN did not report a flash, no entry is given in
the NLDN columns, and timing is provided by radio
atmospheric observations at Palmer Station, Antarc
tica (64.8° S, 64.0° W), after correction for propaga
tion delay [Reising ct al., 1996]. LLTV observations re
ported 'elves' [Fukunishi et al., 1996] instead of sprites
for events No.7 and 8 in Table 1.

The Institut fur Geophysik Gottingen performs con
tinuous measurements of the horizontal magnetic field
components from 0.1 to 20 Hz with a sampling rate of
100 Hz at Silberborn (51.8° N, 9.5° E) [Fiillekrug, 1995].
The instrument location at an angular great-circle dis
tance of ~ 71.5° from the sprite-producing thunder
storm is well suited for detection of the Earth-iono
sphere cavity resonances, which exhibit an amplitude
maximum at 90° from the source. The polarity of the
induction coils is set to be positive in the magnetic north
(B x ) and east (By) directions, according to magnetotel
luric conventions. Timing is taken from the German
time standard DCF77 in the low frequency range (77.5
kHz) and is precise to <1 rns. Broadband ELF!VLF
measurements (~300 Hz to 20 kHz) at Palmer Sta
tion) Antarctica, simultaneously observed the radio at
mospheric waveforms [Reising et al., 1906]. The time
series were low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 1
kHz for further analysis) and the resulting waveform has
a signal-to-noise ratio of >15 dB. The remaining slow
tail is the ELF portion of a radio atmospheric, which is
localized in time to <10 ms.

Excitation of the Earth-ionosphere
cavity resonances

Horizontal magnetic field variations at Silberborn
show discrete events superimposed upon a weak nat
ural noise background. As an example of the observed
waveforms, the B; and By components of event No. 1)

are displayed in Figure 1. Both components exhibit an
onset at 0.00 seconds, the time of the sprite occurrence,
and oscillate at 8 Hz, hence denoted a quiet burst. Their
phase is constant over several cycles, and defines the ori
entation of the wavefront. The mean decay timeof the
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Table 1. Occurrences of sprite-associated lightning flashes in the midwestern United
States on July 15, 1995 (columns 2-4) and the NLDN-measured peak current (column
5) in kA. Horizontal magnetic intensities Bi, in pT from ELF slow tails in Antarctica
[column 6) and from the Earth-ionosphere cavity resonances (EICR) in Germany
(column 7), which are divided into two groups of high, labeled '0', and low, labeled
'x', intensity events (column 8). Spectral estimates for the first (18) and second
(!l4) Earth-ionosphere cavity resonances are given in column 9 and 10 respectively in
pTISqrt(Hz).

NLDN ELF EICR

No. time (UT) Lat. Long. I p eak Bh Bh group B,,(jB) B,,(j,4)

1 05:48:41.270 40.89 -101.41 45.8 3.2 3.8 X 0.8 2.3
2 05:57:00.635 40.91 -101.47 79.3 10.6 10.2 0 6.0 4.6
3 06:00:26.381 41.02 -101.14 82.2 5.9 7.5 0 10.9 5.3
4 06:04:01.526 40.53 -101.51 103.3 25.2 17.6 0 10.7 4.4
5 06:10:22.387 41.02 -101.10 162.5 21.5 8.9 0 7.5 2.7
6 06:18:57.417 40.99 -101.03 45.3 3.6 8.0 0 6.0 4.2
7 06:22:02.658 6.5 0.~ X 2.8 2.1
8 06:34:46.359 42.80 -98.51 162.6 14.8 6.9 0 3.1 3.2
9 06:46:52.671 41.31 -101.08 45.0 3.1 3.4 X 0.9 2.1

10 06:48:49.827 1.1 2.1 X 0.7 1.2
11 06:58:07.936 42.17 -100.29 22.0 2.4 4.0 X 1.6 0.8
12 07:01:47.053 41.39 -101.25 26.1 1.7 3.1 x 1.1 1.8
13 07:01:19.707 12.25 -100.21 19.2 6.5 6.3 0 2.9 1.8
14 07:06:30.261 41.75 -100.70 33.2 2.5 4.9 x 2.5 1.9
15 07:07:26.607 42.15 -100.25 35.0 4.5 6.7 0 3.5 2.0
16 07:08:30.114 42.00 -100.83 66.2 7.7 9.2 0 4.8 2.3
17 07:09:52.211 2.7 2.3 x 2.2 1.6
18 07:11:48.500 41.50 -101.48 28.0 5.4 5.4 x 3.3 1.8
19 07:12:49.430 42.24 -100.16 36.3 3.3 3.1 X 1.6 1.4

discrete events is on the order of 0.50 seconds. A useful
measure of the received energy is the O.25-second mean
of the horizontal magnetic intensity

(Table 1, column 7) beginning at the time of the sprite
associated lightning flashes. The horizontal magnetic
intensities are related to the NLDN peak currents (Ta
ble 1, column 5), measured <400 km from the sprite-

associated lightning flashes, with a correlation coeffi
cient of 0.52. The slow-tail energy is quantified by the
lO-ms mean of the horizontal magnetic intensity Bh
(Table 1, colnmn 6). The horizontal magnetic inten
sities of the Earth-ionosphere cavity resonances and of
the slow tails exhibit similar magnitndes and are lin
early related with a correlation coefficient of 0.82 (see
Figure 2). The Earth-ionosphere cavity resonances are
more or less hidden in ongoing atmospheric and mag-
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Figure 2. Mean horizontal magnetic intensities Bh of
the Earth-ionosphere cavity resonances (EIeR) (high
intensity events are labeled '0' and low intensity events
are labeled' x') at Silberborn, Germany, and ELF slow
tails at Palmer Station, Antarctica.
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Figure 1. Time series of the magnetic north (B x ) and
east (By) components at Silberborn aronnd sprite event
No.5 at 0.00 seconds.
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netospheric noise. The natural noise background at 5il
berborn is on the order of Bh ~ 2 pT. The analysis
of only those discrete events which exceed the natu
raj noise background by a factor of 3 is recommended
[Jones and Kemp, 1971J. Therefore, the events are di
vided for analysis into two groups of high [ie., Bh > 6
pT, labeled '0') and low (i.e., s, 'S 6 pT, labeled 'x ')
horizontal magnetic intensity (Table 1, column 8).

The enhancement of the Earth-ionosphere cavity res
onances is apparent from spectral comparison between
discrete events with low and with high horizontal mag
netic intensities. A 0.50-s interval beginning at the time
of the sprite-associated lightning flash is chosen for anal
ysis, resulting in a spectral resolution of 2 Hz. Figure 3
shows the mean spectral horizontal magnetic intensity

642 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
eventNo.

Figure 4. Deviation of the measured arrival azimuth
from the expected value derived from the NLDN loca
tion for high and low intensity events, labeled '0' and
'x' respectively.

Discussion

Simultaneous observations of horizontal magnetic field
variations in the frequency range of the Earth-iono
sphere cavity resonances and ELF slow tails at widely
separated locations were investigated at the times of
occurrence of sprite-associated lightning flashes. Al
though only 19 discrete events are included in the anal
ysis, thus limiting its statistical significance, the re
sults are consistent for the following reasons; The en
hancements of mean horizontal magnetic intensity show
temporal coincidence with sprite-associated lightning
flashes and a linear relationship to horizontal mag
netic intensities of independently observed slow tails.
The discrete events exhibit decay times and spectra in
agreement with Earth-ionosphere cavity resonances re
ported in the literature [Sentman, 1995]. A reasonable
interpretation of the presented results is that sprite
associated lightning flashes can excite Earth-ionosphere
cavity resonances. A possible mechanism is that light
ning discharges with continuing current excite radio-at
mospheric slow tails [Wait, 1960] and Earth-ionosphere
cavity resonances [Burke and Jones, 1996]. The arrival
azimuth was estimated from the time of maximum hor
izontal magnetic intensity and is in agreement with the
expected Poynting vector orientation along the great
circle path. The deviation of the arrival azimuth from
the expected value is on the order of ±5°. The accuracy

the deviation of the measured arrival aaimutu [rom the
expected value. For discrete events with low horizontal
magnetic intensity, background noise interference limits
the accuracy of arrival azimuth determination and only
a few reliable estimates were derived. Discrete events
with high horizontal magnetic intensity exhibit a mean
deviation of -2.04° from the expected arrival azimuth
(solid line) with a standard deviation of ±5.38° (dashed
lines). Compared to the angular great-circle distance of
71.50°, the estimated accuracy of the arrival azimuth
determination is ~ ±7.5%.
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for each group of events, where the error bars denote
the standard deviation of the mean. The lower bars re
flect the mean spectrum of the noise background, and
the upper bars exhibit the enhancement of the first two
Earth-ionosphere cavity resonances at 8 and 14 Hz (Ta
ble 1, columns 9-10). These results confirm the tempo
ral coincidence of sprite-associated lightning flashes and
the enhancement of Earth-ionosphere cavity resonances
at a measurement site ,....,8000 km from the source.

The arrival azimuth of each discrete event is celcu
lated from the time-domain waveform using the max
imum of the horizontal magnetic intensity within the
first 0.25 seconds after the occurrence of the lightning
flash. The expected arrival azimuth is calculated from
the known source locations (Table 1, columns 3~4) and
from the orientation of the Poynting vector along the
great-circle path. Unknown locations are replaced by
the mean value of all known locations because the light
ning locations are closely distributed compared to the
source-receiver distance. Figure 4 shows for each event
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Figure 3. Mean spectra of discrete events at Silber
born. The mean spectrum Bh (/) of the high intensity
events is shown in the upper bars and labeled '0\ and
the mean spectrum of the low intensity events is dis
played in the lower bars and labeled "x '.
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of arrival azimuth determination is naturally limited by
the bandwidth of the instrument. In view of the rel
atively low sampling rate of the measurement system}
the estimated deviation may represent an upper limit.
Deviations of the arrival azimuth may also result from
excited multiplets of the Earth-ionosphere cavity reso
nances [Sentman, 1987] or from modifications of the in
cident wave by accumulation of electrical charge along
inhomogenities near the Earth's surface} termed gal
vanic distortion [Chaue and Smith, 1994]. The accuracy
of arrival azimuth determination shows that simultane
ous observations of horizontal magnetic field variations
at disparate locations around the world can be used to
assess the global distribution of source locations of the
Earth-ionosphere cavity resonances.
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